thought we were paring wood, clipping paper with scissors, rubbing salt, rubbing two surfaces of cloth together, etc.
Lastly, I have frequently had occasion to observe that the Muscular Sense has made itself familiar with one of the properties of an apple, viz., its weight. I have in my possession a beautiful imitation-apple, made of some heavy metal, but painted on the surface in excellent imitation of a Newtown pippin. With the eye alone, no one can tell that it is not an apple, but when I ask a friend if he has seen " this new variety of apple," it is interesting to watch how, in all good faith, he prepares to examine it, and how instantly he detects the deception when the object is put into his hand. From the information given by the eye, the mind thinks it is an apple; but this conclusion is at once flatly contradicted by the evidence furnished by the muscular sense.
Now I think such little experiments are helpful, when we are trying to realize the relations between sense-impressions and ideas. (and some impressions are so powerful, or so fraught with pain or pleasure, as to demand attention), then they are registered in the local memory of the centre ; and, so long as the registered impressions remain distinct in the memory, they may be revived in the imagination, either by effort of the will, or, involuntarily, at the suggestion of some associated sense-impression or other memory. Thus each cortical centre for sense-impressions should be regarded as not only a receiving office for fresh impressions, but also a storehouse of old impressions that have been duly attended to, registered in the memory, and linked with associated sense-impressions stored in other centres.
When the apple was put to the child's nose, the smell of it was recognised as one already registered ; and the revival of this registered smell called up at once, in the mind, revivals of the other sense-impressions derived from apples; the members of the group of impressions being so linked together by association that one member cannot be revived without there being a more or less distinct revival of the others along with it. It is this congeries, or complexus, of revived images that we call the Idea, or 
